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Pascal Augé

Head of the Inspection and Audit division

Pascal Augé began his career at Société Générale Group in 1986. After working for eight years in the Group's internal auditing department, the "Inspection Générale", he joined Corporate and Investment Banking as deputy head of the media and telecom Group. In 1997 he became deputy head for Western Europe. In 1998, he took over as head of Corporate Banking in London, and was then country head for Germany in 2001 and then for Italy in 2005. In 2007, Pascal Augé was appointed Director of Human Resources and member of the Executive Committee at Société Générale Corporate & Investment Banking, and in 2009 he became Head of Western Europe for SG CIB.

In 2012 Pascal Augé was appointed Deputy Head of Global Transaction Banking and a member of the Group’s General Management Committee on 1 January 2013. He became Head of Global Transaction and Payment Services in March 2013. In November 2019, Pascal Augé was appointed Head of the Inspection and Audit division.

Pascal Augé is a graduate of the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales (HEC).
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Follow Pascal Augé on Linkedin & Twitter